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This paper establishes the simulationmodel of fuel cell hybrid golf cart (FCHGC),which applies the non-GUImode of theAdvanced
Vehicle Simulator (ADVISOR) and the genetic algorithm (GA) to optimize it. Simulation of the objective function is composed of
fuel consumption and vehicle dynamic performance; the variables are the fuel cell stack power sizes and the battery numbers. By
means of simulation, the optimal parameters of vehicle power unit, fuel cell stack, and battery pack are worked out. On this basis,
GUI mode of ADVISOR is used to select the rated power of vehicle motor. In line with simulation parameters, an electrical golf
cart is refitted by adding a 2 kW hydrogen air proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) stack system and test the FCHGC.
The result shows that the simulation data is effective but it needs improving compared with that of the real cart test.

1. Introduction

The problem with fossil fuel combustion processes of atmo-
spheric pollution and greenhouse effect has plagued the
earth. In order to protect the environment and avoid energy
crises, fuel cells are employed as power to drive vehicles.
PEMFC due to the high power density, low temperature
operating and quick start up, is very suitable for the vehicle
power source, whose rawmaterial hydrogen is ubiquitous and
its reactant water is environmentally friendly; for this reason,
it is an optimal resource [1–3]. However, the production
and using costs of fuel cells are extremely expensive, though
large fuel cell stacks are used in some buses at home and
abroad, most of which are used in testing [4, 5]. It is of high
requirements in both mass and heat transfer of a large stack,
resulting in the short using lifespan of the stack. Mini stacks
are selected instead of large ones to test the FCHGC so as to
reduce costs.They can also be applied in somemini electrical
vehicles to reduce the pollution caused by lead-acid battery.

There are some control strategies in fuel cell hybrid
vehicle (FCHV), such as fuzzy control and state of charge
(SOC) control [6–8], which refer to energy management
and SOC balance. This paper employs control strategy based
on power following, applying vehicle simulation software
ADVISOR andGA to conduct vehicle simulation, comparing
its results with the real vehicle testing to analyze the mini

FCHV; it aims to find out the appropriate optimization
parameters.

The layout of this paper is as follows. Section 2 demon-
strates the use of ADVISOR and GA, as well as the vehicle
simulation mode establishment. Section 3 analyses the vehi-
cle structure mode, mainly elaborating the stack size, the
batteries mode, and the vehicle out-looking structure that the
vehicle matches. Section 4 conducts road test of the vehicle.
Section 5 analyses the result of the simulation and the actual
testing. Section 6 draws a conclusion of the whole paper.

2. The Establishment of the Simulation Mode

2.1. ADVISOR Simulation Model. Vehicle simulation tools
are mainly commercial software, such as ADVISOR and
CRUISE, as well as simulation tools developed by researchers
[9–12]. ADVISOR can match components mode selection
of the vehicles beforehand; it can also estimate the energy
control strategy by running the vehicles, optimizing all
sorts of using parameters [13, 14]; meanwhile, this software
is applied by vehicle manufacture enterprises and vehicle
research institutions. ADVISOR employs both the forward
and the backward hybrid simulation method, mainly the
backward one and the forward simulation as its auxiliaries, in
accordance with the energy demands to assign vehicle power
energy.
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The internal module of ADVISOR involving parameters
is primarily from large business vehicles, while the mini ones
need to be developed again, changing some parameters and
structure so as to launch the FCHGC simulation. M-file of
the main components including FUEL CELL defaults in.m,
block diagram name.m, VEH SMART.m, pb.m in the toolk-
its of ADVISOR, and the driving cycle of the road testing are
altered; the block diagram is demonstrated in Figure 1 [15].

2.2. The Objective Functions and Constraint. One of the
vehicle objectives is to reduce the fuel consumption; namely,
it is to reduce hydrogen consuming as far as the FCHV
is concerned. FCHGC energy consumption is to provide
power for electric motor, whose power is mainly composed
of DC/DC converter (fuel cell stack) and batteries. In order to
allocate power of batteries and DC/DC converter rationally,
the control strategy necessitates the fuel cell stack work
in the high efficient area and maintains the battery’s SOC
in a reasonable range so as to prevent the batteries from
discharging too much power or charging too little and to
protect the stack and the batteries, which are introduced in
[16].

The calculating function of the fuel cell consuming

min𝑄H
2
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0
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2

is the consuming of hydrogen in the vehicle oper-
ating process, 𝑃DC/DC is the output power of the converters,
𝑃bat is the output power of battery, and𝑃acc is accessory power.

Equation (2) is the power calculation of the batteries and
the converter [6, 17]:
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where 𝑃fc represents stack power; 𝑃bat.dis and 𝑃bat.chg are tran-
sient discharging and charging power of batteries; 𝜂chg, 𝜂chg
are the charging efficiency and average charging efficiency
of batteries; 𝜂dis, 𝜂dis are the discharging efficiency and aver-
age discharging efficiency of batteries; 𝜂DC/DC is converter
efficiency; 𝐾 is set to be a constant accessories consuming
power; 𝑈oc is battery open-circuit voltage; and 𝑅chg, 𝑅dis
are batteries charging internal resistance and discharging
internal resistance.

Equations (3) are constraining ones:

𝑃
min
DC/DC ≤ 𝑃DC/DC ≤ 𝑃

max
DC/DC

𝑃
min
bat ≤ 𝑃bat ≤ 𝑃

max
bat

SOC H ≤ SOC ≤ SOC L

𝑃req = 𝑃DC/DC + 𝑃bat + 𝑃acc

0 ≤ 𝑉max ≤ 32 km/h,

(3)

where 𝑃min
DC/DC and 𝑃max

DC/DC are the minimum and maximum
DC/DC power output; 𝑃min

bat and 𝑃max
bat are the minimum and

maximum batteries power output; SOC H and SOC L are
the maximum and minimum SOC; 𝑃req represents the power
requirements of the motor; and 𝑉max is the maximum speed
of vehicle.

While calculating simulation, DC/DC converter effi-
ciency needs to be added to the ADVISOR mode which has
no DC/DC module.

In order to better reflect the features of vehicle dynamic
and fuel cell economy, the objective function is revised to be
in line with the weighting of the vehicle maximum speed and
fuel consuming.Themaximumvehicle speed is in accordance
with the vehicle designing demands; the estimatedmaximum
vehicle speed is 32 km per hour.

In accordance with GA to seek the minimum, the maxi-
mum vehicle speed is revised to be

𝑉modify = 32 − accel.max speed, (4)

where accel.max speed is the maximum speed of vehicle
accelerating test.

The objective function of the joint simulation is

Objf = 𝜆
1
⋅ 𝑄H

2

+ 𝜆
2
⋅ 𝑉modify, (5)

where 𝜆
1
, 𝜆
2
is weighting, and 𝜆

1
> 0, 𝜆

2
> 0, 𝜆

1
+ 𝜆
2
= 1.

2.3. The Combination of GA and ADVISOR. Based on the
concept of chromosome in the biology and genes, GA
simulates the mechanism of genes and evolution of the
natural biology to optimize, it is especially appropriate for
the multiobjective, constrained nonlinear and multimode
optimization simulation. Currently, GA is largely applied
in the vehicle engineering to conduct optimization sim-
ulation, especially the vehicle calculation with features of
multiobjective, constrained nonlinear, which are introduced
in references [18, 19]. The basic steps in GA are mentioned in
references [19].

The GUI mode of ADVISOR [20], whose mode is visual,
easy to operate, and convenient to interact, is usually used,
whereas, it is difficult for the GUI mode to carry through
combination simulation with other algorithms, whose data
cannot be exchanged; in this case, non GUI mode of ADVI-
SOR is employed. A command function [error code, resp] =
adv no gui (action, input) is applied in using non-GUI
mode.

In accordance with the calculating characteristics of the
vehicle model selection and evaluation, 𝑃fc max and numbat
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Figure 1: ADVISOR block diagram.

are selected as variables, by revising the commands of non-
GUI to simulate, mainly revising the command line [15]:

input.modify.param = {“fc max pwr”};
input.modify.param = {“ess module num”};
input.cycle.value = {“CYC UDDS golf ”};
[error, resp] = adv no gui (“drive cycle”, input).

The essential steps of combination simulation are as
follows.

(1) Initialize ADVISOR and GA workspace;
(2) Calculate initial population and lead in ADVISOR to

work out objective function value. To judge whether
terminate the condition or not, quit if feasible, or enter
the next step;

(3) The procedure of GA: the objective function value is
ranking, operators (select, cross connection or copy,
mutation) are selected, obtaining the new population
after calculating;

(4) ADVISOR is used to calculate objective function. To
judge whether terminate the condition or not, quit if
feasible, or enter the next step. The overall procedure
is shown in Figure 2.

The GUI functions of ADVISOR are fully used besides
the joint simulation. It mainly utilizes the GUI functions to
select themotor rated power aftermaking sure themaximum
power of the optimal stack and the battery numbers. The
ultimate purpose is to make the stack, the batteries, and the
motor work coordinately in order to guarantee the dynamic
performance and the economy of the vehicle.

3. The Structural Models of an FCHGC

The FCHGC is refitted from the golf cart electric vehicle,
retaining their fundamental structure, adapting the dynamic
components, and adding 2 kW fuel cell stack and air supply-
ing system; the passengers are cut down from eight to five, the
vehicle parameters and system configuration; see Table 1 and
Figure 3.

Table 1: Parameters of the vehicle structure and power [21].

Parameters Data
Vehicle structure

Size (m) 3.75 (L) × 1.35 (W)
× 1.88 (H)

Wheelbase (m) 2.58
Minimum turning radius (m) 4.5
Maximum speed (km/h) 30
Motor voltage (V) 48

Stack parameters
Number of cells 110
Rated voltage (V) 66
Rated power (kW) 2 (0.6V/cell)
Rated current (A) 30

Lead-acid battery pack
Number of batteries 8
Nominal voltage of a single battery (V) 6
Electric capacity of a single battery (A h) 210 (5 hr)
Maximum charging voltage (V) 53

The FCHGC uses 2 kW half integration PEMFC stack as
main energy provider, mainly providing operating power to
the vehicle and charging the batteries once running in the low
load road according to demands. For the detailed parameters
see Table 1.

The 3-D-210 specialized in electrical vehicle is applied as
the power batteries, whose series are composed of eight bat-
teries as auxiliary power system, supplying auxiliary power as
soon as the vehicle starts, the stack activated, or when it has
insufficient power.

4. FCHGC Road Test

Considering the maximum speed of the vehicle does not
exceed 32 km per hour, themaximum climbing gradient does
not exceed 11% and the vehicle cannot do high strength
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Figure 2: Flowchart for combination simulation.
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test, such as CYC UDDS, CYC ECE, and CYC HWFET, also
taking into account the FCHGC runs on a flat road. In this
case, the vehicle testing group selected a flat road to accelerate
and decelerate the cycle test and the relevant climbing test.
The test was carried out in the South China University
of Technology, North Campus, where the road is concrete
pavement and flat. Furthermore, before the real road test, the
FCHGC is carried out on the test bench so as to subtract
test costs. Some small items are divided during testing, say,
discontinuously accelerating, decelerating, and climbing as
well as fixing load [22]. The testing is shown in Figure 4.

The test purposes are to obtain information of the stack
dynamic performances, such as the maximum power, the

corresponding time, and the durability of the stack, as well
as the matching condition of the batteries and the stack. It
reflects the dynamic performance, the speeding performance,
and the maximum speed.

5. Analysis of Results

The FCHGC used ADVISOR for simulation, which has no
proper driving cycle; therefore, the corresponding revision
is made based on CYC UDDS to form a new driving
cycle diagram CYC UDDS golf, as shown in Figure 5. The
subsequent simulation is carried out based on the newdriving
cycle.
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The weighting 𝜆
1
= 0.7 and 𝜆

2
= 0.3 are selected in the

simulation to iterate; the result is shown in Figure 6. After 15
generations of iteration, the optimal target and the average
target vary to achieve stability, whose fuel consumption is 76.7
(L/100 km). By this time, variable value 𝑃fc max is 2 kW and
numbat is 4.7.

Table 2 is the simulation results; line one demonstrates
different parameter symbols, line two to six indicate the
simulation results of different weighting, and the last line rep-
resents simulation results that simulate through GUI mode
after appropriate dynamic component is selected. Table 2
shows the impact on the simulation results caused by different
weighting of the objective function. With the increase of fuel
economy weight 𝜆

1
, the number of batteries increases, whilst

the stack power remains 2 kW; meanwhile, fuel consumption
is reduced. This testing forms better economy.

Figures 7 to 10 are the comparison between the speed
of driving cycle and that of simulation; cyc mph r is the
speed curve of driving cycle; mpha is the speed curve of
simulation. Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate the speed curve
of simulation, which cannot reach the speed demands of
the driving cycle; the two curves are obviously different,
indicating the insufficiency of vehicle power. The two curves
in Figure 9 are slightly different, while the two curves in
Figure 10 are completely coincident.

In accordance with the simulation, a stack of 2 kW
is selected, while the battery numbers are required to be
rounded off, six is selected as numbat. But according to
Figure 9, there is a little difference between the two curves;
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Figure 6: Convergence of combination simulation.
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it shows the insufficiency of vehicle power, battery numbers
need increasing, for this reason, the battery numbers of the
real vehicle are eight. By selecting 2 kW as 𝑃fc max, eight as
numbat, simulating GUI mode of ADVISOR, whose results
are shown in Figure 10 and Table 2, the data indicates the
minimum fuel consuming of the power matching, satisfying
the maximum dynamic demands, achieving the prospective
effect.

The above joint simulation estimates the motor rated
power to be 3 kW, whether it meets the requirements or
not, the following simulation is simulated by means of GUI
mode of ADVISOR, whose results are shown from Figure 11
to Figure 13. Figure 11 indicates that in the overall driving
cycle, the vehicle driving distance is less than 2.3 km with a
motor under a 2 kW rated power; moreover, the minimum
fuel consumption of the motor power is 34.6 L/100 km with
a motor power of 1.5 kW, and then it increases gradually.
Figures 12 and 13 demonstrate that there is a difference
between the simulation speed curve and the input driving
cycle to the motor rated power less than 2 kW. It indicates
that the selection of the undersize of the motor rated power
consumes little, but the dynamic performance of vehicle
is bad; however, selection with oversize increases the fuel
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Table 2: The data of different weighting after the combination simulation.

Weighting numbat Fuel Consumption (L/100 km)∗ Distance (km)
𝜆
1
= 0.8, 𝜆

2
= 0.2 5.2696 55.4 2.1

𝜆
1
= 0.7, 𝜆

2
= 0.3 4.7304 76.7 1.6

𝜆
1
= 0.6, 𝜆

2
= 0.4 4.7274 76.5 1.6

𝜆
1
= 0.5, 𝜆

2
= 0.5 4.7304 76.7 1.6

𝜆
1
= 0.4, 𝜆

2
= 0.6 4.1657 88.7 1.4

𝜆
1
= 0.3, 𝜆

2
= 0.7 4.1667 88.7 1.4

After combination simulation 8 46.4 2.3
∗
𝜌H2 = 18 (g/L), density of the fuel; lhv = 120000 (J/g), lower heating value of the fuel.
𝜆
1
represents the weighting of fuel consumption, 𝜆

2
represents the weighting of dynamic performance.
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consumption, and in this case, a 3 kW is optimal to be selected
as the rate power of the motor.

Road tests of climbing and flat ground are to verify the
using status of the stack power and the batteries, comparing
with the simulation results. Figure 11 indicates the hybrid
test of the FCHGC, which discontinuously accelerates and
decelerates on the road. When motor needs large power,
the stack power of real testing is working fluctuation in
2 kW attachments, however, the maximum stack power of
the simulation does not exceed 2 kW.The simulation software
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Figure 10: The speed of simulation and drive cycle.
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Figure 11: Fuel consumption and vehicle versus motor power.

alsomakes the stack supply the accessorieswith 300Wpower,
while the real vehicle is supplied with batteries.

With a gradient of 11%, the vehicle climbing status is
described in Figure 12, which shows the stack power ascends
and fluctuates in the road test, not reaching the maximum
power 2 kW, while the stack power of the simulation imme-
diately reaches 2 kW and remains in this stage until the
climbing ends. The cause is the vehicle motor power demand
increases; the stack is required to provide more power, but
it cannot respond immediately, because its reactant reaction
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Figure 12: 𝑃motor = 1 kW, the speed of simulation and drive cycle.
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Figure 13: 𝑃motor = 2 kW, the speed of simulation and drive cycle.

and by-products and heat transfer need time; these factors
cause the stack power oscillation. Simultaneously, in order
to protect the stack, DC/DC do not allow too much change
of the stack power; therefore, the batteries need to provide
more power [23–25]. However, ADVISOR involving mass
and heat transfer is static data; therefore, the stack provides
the maximum power.

It reflects the discrepancy between the simulation and the
real test; simulation accuracy needs improving in practice so
as to better serve the vehicle development.

6. Conclusion

By analyzing the structure features and the using condition
of the FCHGC and the problems emerged in the process
of ADVISOR simulation, some viewpoints are concluded as
follows.

(1) The joint simulation of GA and ADVISOR can fast
and accurately solve the problems of the vehicle
power selection, mitigating the product research and
development, saving the development cost.

(2) By analyzing the optimization of the FCHGC, the
appropriate fuel consumption and dynamic perfor-
mance of mini PEMFC are found out, which can be
widely applied and be used as a research reference for
fuel cell vehicles with high-efficiency.

(3) Simulation is one of the necessary work of the vehicle
development, while simulation cannot replace real
testing because the simulation software has some
static data that influences the simulation result; in
consequence, there still exists a large improvement.

Nomenclature

𝑃: Power
𝑅: Resistance
𝑈: Voltage
𝐾: Constant accessories consuming
SOC H: Maximum SOC
SOC L: Minimum SOC
𝑉: Speed
num: Battery number
GA: Genetic algorithm
FCHGC: Fuel cell hybrid golf cart
ADVISOR: Advanced Vehicle Simulator
FCHV: Fuel cell hybrid vehicle
SOC: State of charge
PEMFC: Proton exchange membrane fuel cell
𝑄: The consuming of hydrogen.

Subscripts

𝜆: Weighting
𝜂: Efficiency
bat: Battery
acc: Accessory
DC/DC: Direct current converter
fc: Fuel cell
dis: Discharging
chg: Charging
oc: Open-circuit
min: Minimum
max: Maximum
req: Requirement.
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